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About us
In a tight job market, effective recruitment is paramount as the
success of an organisation is dependent on the employees that
make it. Finding the time and the resources to bring in the best
candidates though, is incredibly challenging.
India owing to the abundance of technically and semi skilled
candidates is one of the most preferred countries attracting
recruiters from around the world. Our firm perfectly blends the
needs of our clients and expectations of the candidates.
U. N. International is the initiative of Mr. Umar Dalwai, who
strengthened his skills and understanding by working with one of
the renowned firms of this industry, gaining experience with time.
Ours is a leading professional recruitment firm based in Mumbai. At
U. N. International our purpose is to enable organizations to thrive
and succeed by helping them identify, develop and retain the best
people. U. N. International answers your quest to find the right
candidate for your organisation as we commit to providing quality
service at all times.
We love the work we do and strive to promote the success and
development of both our clients and the candidates.

Our mission
To provide our clients superior quality services
and the most compelling recruitment experience
possible, equally aiming at creating a desired
career for the job seekers.

Our vision
•

To serve as a compass / matchmaker for
organisations seeking recruitment services
and candidates, while maintaining
transparency.

Values of the company
•

INTEGRITY: We uphold the highest standards
of personal as well as professional ethics. We
deliver recruitment services with sincerity,
responsibility and within time.

•

QUALITY: We are a consultative and research
based organization with a desire for quality,
accuracy and customer delight. We make sure
to preserve the confidentiality of our clients
and candidates.

•

COST EFFECTIVE: The clients are charged in
accordance with the tax laws of the Country.

•

TIME BOUND: Keeping in mind the principle of
punctuality, we make sure to deliver required
results to our clients.

Industries we serve
– Construction

– Heavy Equipment

– Power Plant

– I. T. Industry

– Aviation

– Manufacturing

– Engineering

– Retail

– Oil & Gas

– Security & Safety

– Metro & Railway

– Air Conditioning

– Facility Management

– Media & Advertising

– Water, Energy and Power

– Printing & Publishing

– Hospitality & Catering

– Shipping & Logistic

– Medical & Hospitals

– Food & Beverages

– Automobile

– Education

Recruitment Process
The recruitment and selection is the basic and most important function of a human resources firm/
our organisation.
THE KEY STAGES ARE
Requirement: Our recruitment process begins on receiving requisitions from our clients. We make
sure to thoroughly understand their employment needs and cater to it.
Sourcing and Shortlisting: We start with searching for the right candidate in our database and
web portal. In addition to this, we also place recruitment advertisements in newspapers,
magazines, digital banners, web portals, websites and social media. Prospective candidates are
called for a basic test with our HR Department to know their skill set and overall personality. A list of
the shortlisted candidates is prepared and presented to the clients.
Interview and Selection Process: The shortlisted candidates are called for an interview specifying
the requirements and details of the interview (date, time, venue etc). Arrangements for hotel
accommodation pick & drop, interview venues for clients are made by us. In cases where the skill
set of the candidates are to be tested, a trade test is conducted to access the same.
POST SELECTION AND DEPARTURE
– Following is the process once the candidate is selected.
– Schedule a pre-employment/departure medical examination at GAMCA Centre.
– Arrange and obtain the visa for the candidates.
– Send candidates to PDOT (Pre-Departure Orientation Training) Centre for their orientation.
– Obtain Emigration Clearance from Protector of Emigrants.
– Make travel reservations for the candidate.
– Signing of the employment contract.
– Provide the recruits with the details of the flights and the documents required.
– Assist the recruit at the time of departure at the airport.

Why Choose Us?
HONEST & RELIABLE

REFERENCING & IDENTIFYING

U. N. International provides an honest approach,

When recruiting it is essential to find candidates that

giving realistic timescales for your recruitment

fit the technical requirements of the post, but it is

process and advice you the best and most efficient

also essential that they will fit into the ethos of your

way of finding candidates with the right skills for your

company. We work closely with each applicant

business. We believe that finding the right skill is

finding out exactly what their aspirations are whilst

paramount to the development and future success

assessing their overall suitability for each position.

of our clients and so we work with and for you to

We deliver top class candidates through a unique

understand your business vision and strategy, issues

selection process, incorporating reference checking,

and needs, in order that we can identify the best

qualif ication checks and identity checks which

resourcing solution for you.

means that perfect fit candidates are sent to clients
f rom the onset, saving their time, energy and

EFFICIENT

resource.

We appreciate that under certain situations, clients
are looking to recruit immediately in a short span of

CONFIDENTIALITY

time. It is important to us to provide the best

U. N. International techniques for data mining and

candidate as quickly as possible. A majority of

applicant collection is foremost in our success. In

recruitment companies rely upon searching the

storing our database and business with our clients,

same database and job vacancy board for their

confidentiality is maintained and taken care of at all

applicants. We pride ourselves on conducting a fresh

times.

search to get the best results by approaching new
candidates.

FRIENDLY & COOPERATIVE
When you are looking to find a new resource it is
often because you are overworked, and the last thing
you need is someone who is difficult to deal with. We
at U. N. International have a team which is
professional, friendly and hardworking.

Advantage
Ÿ

We promise to provide quality candidates. We

Ÿ

take full responsibilities of their performance,

team is experienced in HR and in every field of

behavior and the productivity of supplied

recruitment industry. Our aim is to provide

candidates.
Ÿ

personalized service to clients and legal staff alike
and make their career move as successful as it can

Our responsibility to source candidates meeting

be. We provide helpful, straight forward advice

your job description.
Ÿ

Ÿ

and number of employees come to us by referral

Technical trade testing and keeping them for your
approval.

Ÿ

because of it.
Ÿ

Providing medical repor t of the selected
candidates, consisting of test as per the respective

role is to make the process simpler for you by

country's medical standard.

providing up-front and frank advice, accessibility
and accountability. After all, we've seen it first

Orientation to the candidates on the law of the

hand f rom the employers' perspective. Our
experience includes working for top-tier law firms

Placing the approved candidates within your

in HR and on large projects.

desired time limit.
Ÿ

We understand and appreciate employers. Hiring
staff can be time-consuming and frustrating. Our

country of employment.
Ÿ

We understand the recruitment industry. Our

Whether you are an employer or employee, we

Ÿ

We are highly accessible. We do have the time to
speak to you and talk about your particular needs.

take the agony out of the all staff recruitment

We understand that each client and employee is

process for you and f ree up your time to

unique and we want to learn what is important to

concentrate on what is important to you.

you and why.
Ÿ

U. N. International manpower recruitment in
Mumbai was established because we believe we
can provide better service in all our specialized
sector than any other recruiter currently in the
market. We promise not to forget the basics, like
returning your phone calls promptly and being
accessible when you need us most. At U. N.
International we go the extra mile – encouraging
you to benef it f rom our experience, understanding and market knowledge.

Meet Our Team
MAKING A VISIBLE DIFFERENCE
Owais Umar Dalwai

Istiyaque Choudhary

Kyu Chul Oh

Mohammed Toufeeq Ahmed

Managing Partner

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Operating Officer

Associate Partner

Atika Dalwai

Mohammad Yahya

Shamoon Choudhary

H.R. Manager

Travel & Media

Finance & Administration

Marketing @ Guest
Relation Manager

Data Bank &
CV Department

Documentation Head

Admin. Assistant

Assistant Peon

Trade Test Head

Coordinator

Visa & Immigration
Coordinator

Travel & Medical
Assistant

Coordinator

Assistant Peon

Civil & Mechanics

Head Accountant

Architectural &
Interior

Hotel & Catering

Oil & Gas, Heavy
Engineering,
AC. Welder,
Chemical etc. Helper

Our Clients
• Ghalia Petrol L.L.C - U.A.E
• Samsung C&T (Saudi Arabia / UAE / Qatar / Algeria)
• DAEAH Engineering & Construction (Saudi Arabia, UAE, Oman, Kuwait)
• Extra Co. Industries L.L.C. Sharja U.A.E.
• Extra Co. Fibre Glass & Prefab Houses L.L.C. Dubai
• Green Oasis General Contracting Co L.L.C. Dubai
• Al Badar Cont. & Civil Construction Co. Dubai
• Keplic Co. W.L.L. – Kuwait
• Zahret Al Foad Construction Material s Factory – Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
• Alshaya International Trading Company – Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
• Shamel International (FZE) - Sharjah, U.A.E.
• Dubai Dawn Distinguished Construction Building Contracting - Dubai, U.A.E.
• Al Musallas Building Construction LLC - Dubai, U.A.E.
• Saudi Steel Pipe Company (SSP) – Dammam, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
• Pragati Glass Gulf LLC - Sultanat of Oman
• G. T. C. General Trading Company – Kuwait
• ELF Arabian Industries (Fze) – Sharjah, U.A.E.
• Faruk Group Holding – Iraq
• Zulekha Hospital – Dubai, U.A.E.
• J. C. Maclien – Dubai, U.A.E.
• Shamel Sharco – S. Of. Oman
• Towell Mattress – Sharjah, U.A.E.
• Oman National Electric Co. (S.A.O.G.) - S. Of. Oman
• Artisans Turnkey Interiors (FZE) – Sharjah, U.A.E.
• Elegant House – S. Of. Oman
• Al Tashreeq – S. Of. Oman
• Bin Hilal Electromechanical - Abu Dhabi U.A.E.
• Adil Ashkanari Nursing Home – Kuwait
• Carter Agency International Ltd. – Hong Kong
• Promus Private Limited – Maldives
• The Interface W.L.L. – Bahrain
• Al – Zafer Hospital – Najran, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
• Quality Printing Services LLC – Dubai, U.A.E.
• Wahan Electrical Contracting – U.A.E.
• Decoserve Technical Services LLC – Dubai, U.A.E.
• Royal Wing General Trading LLC – Sharjah, U.A.E.
• Haseeb Rasoul (FZC) – Sharjah, U.A.E.
• Sirius Advertising Material Distribution LLC–Dubai, U.A.E.
• Mumbai Express Restaurant and Café - Dubai, U.A.E.
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